AUGUST 2020 HANDMADE BY ZARA

Save the Date

Price Guide

WAX SEAL

£1.75

A6 postcard style with wax seal
CALENDAR

A6 postcard with crystal or pearl heart embellishment

£1.75

VELLUM

A6 postcard with digital foil, vellum overlay, and eyelet

£2.25

Invitations

LUXE COLLECTION
Luxe invitations with pebble paper and satin ribbons,
wax seals, cream or white printed layer (matching
cream or white envelopes included)

MODERN COLLECTION
Modern invitations, wax seals (matching cream or
white envelopes included)

AILSA

LYN

Square magnetic pocketfold with
3 pullout inserts*

£6.25

STACEY

Square pocketfold with 2 pullout
inserts*
LILY

Square bookfold invite

£4.25

£3.75

EVENING

Square postcard

A6 layered postcard with
A7 RSVP and C7 envelope

£3.50

SARAH

£3.25

A6 postcard with 2 layers
of foiled vellum and eyelet
JENI

A6 layered postcard with vellum wrap
& A7 RSVP and C7 envelope

£3.75

ZOE

£2.75

A6 pocketfold with 2 pullout inserts*

£3.75

EVENING

A6 postcard

£1.75

* Inserts can be used as RSVP cards but they do not come with envelopes as they are non standard sizes
EXTRAS

Per item:
RSVP's single sided A7 card with cream or white envelope (if not included with designs)
Printed guest names
Printed addresses
Coloured envelopes
Metallic digital foil (Gold, Rose Gold, Silver)

£1.00
£0.25
£0.25
£0.50
FROM £1.00

On the Day Items

LUXE

MODERN

£1.00
£3.25

£1.00
£2.25

£1.00
£2.75
£8.00

£1.00
£1.75
£5.00

£1.25
£1.50

£1.25
£1.50

£5.00
£7.50

£4.00
£6.00

£1.50

£1.50

£40.00

£30.00

£10.00

£7.50

ORDER OF SERVICE/THE DAY

A6 postcard style
A6 single fold booklet with 3 printable pages
(Additional inserts available at 50p per item)
MENU

A6 flat postcard style
A6 single fold booklet
A6 trifold free standing
PLACE CARDS

Flat (printed names included)
Single fold (printed names included)
TABLE NUMBER/NAMES

A5 single sided
A5 double sided
FAVOUR TAG

A7 sized tag with matching ribbon
TABLE PLAN

Individual table plan cards (no backing or frame sent)
up to 10 tables
Additional tables £5.00
SIGN

A4 double sided freestanding sign, can be personalised
with any message front and back

SIZE GUIDE

A4 = 210 x 297 mm
A5 = 148 x 210 mm
A6 = 105 x 148 mm
A7 = 74 x 105 mm
C7 = 81 x 114 mm
Square invites = 145 x 145 mm

